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HONG KONG
INTERNATIONAL
Established by the Hong Kong General Chamber of Commerce

in 1991, Hong Kong International was created to foster a

better understanding of Hong Kong in overseas markets and

to dispel misconceptions about the 1997 transition. It is

composed of senior corporate executives and independent

business people who are committed to Hong Kong and are

proud to serve as the unofficial ambassadors of Asia's most

dynamic city. They make presentations on Hong Kong when

travelling abroad and meet regularly with influential foreign

business groups and government officials. Founded in 1861,

the Hong Kong General Chamber of Commerce now has

over 4,000 corporate members, making it the largest and most

representative business association in Hong Kong. Its

membership covers the entire spectrum of local trade and

industry and reflects the highly cosmopolitan nature of Hong

Kong business. Members come from local, regional and

international companies ranging from small to medium to large.



KEEPING
FAITH IN
HONGKONG
Hong Kong has been receiving 'mixed reviews' in the international media, with souk- newspapers and

magazines presenting a rather pessimistic outlook for Hong Kong after its return to Chinese sovereignty

on July 1. 1997. To help counter the negative press. Hong Kong International is publishing this corporate

testimonial, which underlines the continuing strength of business confidence in Hong Kong.

The report looks at Hong Kong from the perspective of international investors: major companies from

all over the world who are putting their money where their faith is... in Hong Kong; multinationals who
believe in the future of Hong Kong, and who are committed to developing their operations here well

beyond 1997.

Their faith is based on simple economics - Hong Kong's expanding role as a regional business hub and

the primary gateway to an increasingly open China. It is based on the continuity of Hong Kong's systems

and way of life under the "One Country. Two Systems" principle, and on the sound constitutional

framework provided by the Basic Law Above all. their faith is based on character - the resilience and

spirit of Hong Kong and the Hong Kong people.

The companies featured in this testimonial are a representative selection of Hong Kong's broad-based

international business community, a community which continues to stand steadfastly behind Hong
Kong. There are many other companies who for reasons of space could not be listed here, but who
share the conviction that Hong Kong will remain a secure and rewarding investment environment, as

well as a good place to do business, to work and to live.

Clearly there are important challenges ahead for Hong Kong as we make the transition from British

Crown Colony to Special Administrative Region of China. The unique nature of the event also brings its

own measure of uncertainty, even scepticism in some quarters. That is only to be expected. Howvv er,

we ask the world to keep an open mind and not to judge Hong Kong by preconceptions.

We hope the views expressed in this report will help present a more balanced picture of Hong Kong
to the international community. We also hope the report will encourage you. like the companies

whose testimonials are featured, to continue to have faith in Hong Kong now and in the future.

Thank you.

Majorcompanies

from all over the

world areputting

their money where

theirfaith is. ..in

Hong Kong.
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Paul M.F. Cheng
Chairman
Hong Kong International

December 1996
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Paul M. F. Cheng is Chairman of Inchcape Pacific Limited and N M Rothschild & Sons (Hong Kong) Limited. He is a member
both of the Legislative Council (Hong Kong's Parliament) and the Preparatory Committee, appointed by China to prepare for the
establishment of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region.



HONG KONG'S
FRAMEWORK FOR
THE FUTURE
On July 1, 199". Hong Kong becomes a Special Administrative Region (SAR) of China. Not everyone,

however, understands quite how special, how unique a part of China Hong Kong will become. The fact

of the matter is that, while Hong Kong will be a part of China, it will also be separate and apart from China

in many important respects - from its social and economic systems to the way of life of its people.

"One Country, Two Systems"

This is what the "One Country, Two Systems" principle means in reality. Devised

by China, it is the fundamental premise on which Hong Kong's future is

based. Indeed, it was China's commitment to this principle that provided the

foundation for the Sino-British Joint Declaration on Hong Kong, signed in

December 1984, and for the subsequent drafting and promulgation of the

Basic Law, Hong Kong's mini-constitution and framework for the future.

The following section looks at some of the key provisions of the Basic Law

and the main differences between the Hong Kong and Chinese systems.

Perhaps nowhere are these differences more vividly illustrated than in Article

5 of the Basic Law, which states categorically:

"The socialist system andpolicies shall not hepractised in the Hong Kong Special

Administrative Region, and the previous capitalist system and way of life shall

remain unchangedfor 50 years"

The Basic Law also reinforces the promises in the Sino-British Declaration that

Hong Kong will enjoy a high degree of autonomy, and that there will be

minimal change to Hong Kong's existing laws, systems, policies and lifestyle.

THE BASIC LAW
OF THE

HONG KONG SPECIAL ADMINISTRATIVE

REGION
OF THE

PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA

High Degree of Autonomy
As stipulated in the Basic Law, after 1997:

• Hong Kong will enjoy executive, legislative and independent judicial powers, including that of final

adjudication. The Court of Final Appeal (previously the Privy Council in London) will be established in

Hong Kong, not Beijing.

• All matters, except those concerning foreign affairs and national defence, will be managed by

Hong Kong itself. No Mainland department or province will be allowed to interfere in the affairs

of Hong Kong.

• No Mainland officials will take up positions in the Hong Kong Government.

• The Hong Kong Chief Executive (the successor to the colonial post of Governor) and the most senior

government officials must be ethnically Chinese, and Hong Kong residents of many years' standing.

Rights and Freedoms

The fundamental rights of the individual are of paramount importance, and are clearly spelled out in

the Basic Law. Hong Kong residents shall continue to enjoy the freedoms to which they are accustomed

including, but not limited to: freedom of speech, of the press and of publication; freedom of association,



of assembly and of demonstration; freedom of movement in Hong Kong, freedom of emigration and

freedom to travel.

Furthermore, the provisions of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights; the International

Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights: and international labour conventions as applied to

Hong Kong shall all remain in force after 1997.

Democratic Development

There is a popular misconception, born out of the high profile disagreements over electoral reform in

Hong Kong, that democratic development will come to a halt on July 1, 199". In fact, the argument \\ as

never about whether Hong Kong should or should not have democracy. It was simply about the pace of

democratic development. The Basic Law sets out a steady and orderly pace of development with the

ultimate aim being the election of all members of the Legislative Council by universal suffrage.

Free Port

Hong Kong will remain a free port and a separate customs territory. In addition, it may continue to

participate in its own right in relevant international economic, financial or trade agreements and

organisations, such as the World Trade Organisation.

Hong Kong will also be able to develop its own relationships and conclude and implement its own
agreements in many other fields such as shipping, communications, tourism, culture and sports - all

independent of Beijing.

Business as Usual

The Basic Law tasks the SAR Government with providing an appropriate economic and legal environment

for the maintenance of the status of Hong Kong as an international financial centre. Again, autonomy

and continuity are the watchwords. Hong Kong will:

• Formulate its own monetary and financial policies;

• Have independent finances - Beijing will not levy taxes in Hong Kong as it does in other provinces or

regions of China;

• Practise an independent taxation system, taking Hong Kong's current low tax policy as reference;

• Strive to achieve a fiscal balance, avoid deficits and keep the budget commensurate with GDP growth;

• Continue to pursue the policy of free trade, and safeguard the free movement of goods, intangible

assets and capital;

• Protect property rights and foreign investment.

In addition, no foreign exchange control policies shall be applied in Hong Kong: the Hong Kong dollar

shall be freely convertible; and markets for foreign exchange, gold, securities, futures and other commodities

shall continue.

The message is simple: for Hong Kong after 1997, it will be very much business as usual.



AN INTERNATIONAL
VOTE OF CONFIDENCE

They come from different countries and different sectors of commerce and industry. However, the

companies featured on these pages have at least one thing in common: an unwavering faith in Hong

Kong's future. They believe Hong Kong will remain an excellent place to do business. And they are

backing up their words with continued investments in Hong Kong, giving new meaning to the old adage

money talks'.

"AIA's faith in Hong Kong is absolute. We believe the spirit

of Hong Kong and its people will ensure an even brighter

future after 1997."

Sqip?

"BNP is confident of building on its success in Hong Kong

as this dynamic international financial centre remains the

heart of the world
1

s most promising region." _____

"For travellers around the world, Cathay Pacific means Hong

Kong. Our history is in Hong Kong, and so is our future. We
have complete faith in the arrangements made for Hong

Kong after the handover.

"

Cathay Pacific



"Serving our customers' needs locally and internationally

has driven our business growth in Hong Kong since 1902;

and, together with Hong Kong, we look forward to another

100 years of growth and success."
CITIBANK*

"I cant think of a better time to be marketing the worlds

best-known brand name in Hong Kong."

"Exxon Energy is committed to Hong Kong and continues

to have confidence in its future."
E*ON

"Hong Kong excels, and I am convinced will continue to

do so, which is why a bank that is based in Hong Kong, and

has grown with Hong Kong, continues to invest in Hong
Kong."

HongkongBank iZr

An international \ ote ofConfidence



"With partners from Italy, Korea and China, we are a truly

international company. If there is one thing we all have in

common, it is our confidence in Hong Kong's future stability

and prosperity.

"

H KPC L

"We are looking ahead with confidence to an exciting new
era for Hong Kong as part of China, playing an important

role in China's emergence on the world economic stage."

®TOYOTA

"We believe Hong Kong will continue to make history as

one of the world's greatest economic success stories, and

Kodak will be there to help record it."



"Hong Kong has provided Marks & Spencer with a firm

foundation upon which to build our profile in the future,

both within Hong Kong itself and further afield in the Asia

Pacific region."
Marks & spencer

"I firmly believe that Hong Kong, with its excellent legal

framework and infrastructure, coupled with efficient and

innovative human resources, will continue to attract major

investments in the years ahead."
A. Mitsubishi Corporation

"History has never witnessed the impact of having a capital

market as large, efficient and well regulated as Hong Kong's

inside an emerging market the size of China. This represents

an exciting and unprecedented opportunity.

"

MORGAN STANLEY

An International \ ote ofConfidence



"Hong Kong has become a home away from home for

Motorola. We are confident that Hong Kong will continue

to be a great home for us and many other international

companies."
(M) MOTOROLA

'We are confident of Hong Kong's vast reservoir of business

acumen, human resources, business infrastructure, and its

proven resilience and responsiveness towards change. We
see the 1 997 transition in the context of a larger picture of

new and greater opportunities."
PHILIPS

"A key success factor for Hong Kong has been a stable,

predictable environment for business to operate under the

rule of law. I am confident this proven formula for success

will continue."

Shell



'With its liberal economic policies, efficient infrastructure

and reliable administration, Hong Kong is a very business

friendly city7
. We believe this will continue, and look forward

to a wealth of new business opportunities in the years

ahead."
SIEMENS

"We are confident that Hong Kong, with its sophisticated

consumers, skilled workforce and efficient infrastructure,

will remain a vibrant market in its own right, while

continuing to serve as a springboard for our expansion into

other markets." SONY

"For the Volkswagen Group, Hong Kong is the gateway to

Asia Pacific. To continue the Group' s success story in the

region, and particularly in China, we have chosen Hong
Kong as our partner."

Volkswagen Group

An International I ote ofConfidence
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"AIA's faith in Hong Kong is absolute. We
believe the spirit of Hong Kong and its people

will ensure an even brighter future after 1997."

AIA s mission is to be a people

organization whose staffand
agents are of the highest

quality, working as a team to

provide the best service and
products ttt then t ustomers,

such that everyone is proud to

be with AIA.

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL ASSURANCE (AIA). a wholly owned subsidiary of

American International Group Inc. (AIG), one of the world's leading financial and

insurance organizations and amongst the largest underwriters of commercial and industrial

insurance in the US, has been serving the Asia Pacific region for over 65 years since its

inception in Shanghai in L931. The largest life insurer in Southeast Asia. AIA demonstrated

its faith in Hong Kong by establishing its regional headquarters here several decades ago

AIA now employs more than 950 people in Hong Kong.

As a customer-oriented insurer. AIA has developed a large portfolio of insurance plans to

meet our clients' growing and ever-changing needs. Our strong and professional agencx

force, representing over one-third of all insurance agents in Hong Kong, has played a

critical role in the development of the territory's life insurance industry. Consistent

with our corporate philosophy, AIA has established the AIA Foundation which supports

a number of local community, educational and charitable causes.

To AIA, 199~ is the beginning of an exciting new era for Hong Kong and for Hong Kong

people. AIA's challenge is to achieve ever higher standards of support and service,

which will enable us to further contribute to the betterment of Hong Kong.

Edmund Tse

/'resilient & CEO
American International Assurance Co. Ltd
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With more than 540 offices in 76 countries outside France, BANQUE NATIONAL!:
DE PARIS operates the tilth largest international banking network in the world. BNP

has been operating in Hong Kong for J8 years and ranks as one of the top ten foreign

hanks in the territory with five branches and over >S(>(i staff.

B\P bos bad a strong presence

in Hong Kongfor nearly four
decades. We are active locally

in corporate hanking, trade

/intoning, treasury' and
investment banking, fund
management and private

banking

We are active locally in corporate banking, trade financing, merchant banking, project

financing, treasury and investment banking, fund management and private banking.

Integrated subsidiaries offer services in securities broking, options and derivative trading

and custodian services.

In China, sound connections and a solid network of branches and offices enable BNP to

provide advice and banking services to customers and potential investors. BNP's success in

this area is underlined by the fact that, in 1995. we were ranked No. 1 arranger of

syndicated loans in China and No. 3 in Asia. Furthermore, in 1995, 13% of the net income

of the BNP Group worldwide originated in the China and Hong Kong (.roup

In 199"7
. BNP's Central District office will take over 10 floors in the brand new Central

Tower - a clear reflection of our strong commitment to the future of Hong Kong.

"BNP is confident of building on its success in

Hong Kong as this dynamic international

financial centre remains the heart of the world's

most promising region."

Didier Balme

ChiefExecutive

Banque Nationale de Paris

China & Hong Kong Group





"For travellers around the world, Cathay Pacific

means Hong Kong. Our history is in Hong Kong,

and so is our future. We have complete faith in

the arrangements made for Hong Kong after the

handover."

Cathay Pacific's investments in

Hong Koug include a I SS448
milium headquarters at Cbek
Lap Kok. a new aircraftfleet,

and service improvements that,

by 1998, will see personal

televisions progressively

installed in every seat.

CATHAY PACIFIC AIRWAYS operates scheduled passenger and cargo flights to iS

destinations around the world. Our fleet of almost 60 aircraft, including the Hoeing

777, Boeing 747-400, Airbus Industrie A330 and A3-t0. is one of the youngest fleets in

the world. Currently we have 10 additional aircraft on firm order plus 29 options.

Cathay Pacific is investing US$9 billion in these new aircraft which are all scheduled for

delivery by 2000. Another US$448 million has been committed to the construction of

a new headquarters building at Hong Kong's new airport at Chek Lap Kok. due to open

in April 1998.

Other commitments at Chek Lap Kok include a US$200 million investment in the Cathay

Pacific Catering Services flight kitchens, and shareholdings in the ramp-handling franchisee

Hong Kong Airport Services Ltd, Hong Kong Aircraft Engineering Co Ltd, and Hong

Kong Air Cargo Terminal Ltd. adding up to a total investment of over US$ 1 billion by

Cathay Pacific at the new airport.

A member of the Swire Group, Cathay Pacific employs over IS,600 staff around the

world with almost 12,000 based in Hong Kong.

Peter Sutch

Chairman
Cathay Pacific Airways
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CITIBANK'S commitment to Hong Kong as a local bank began in 1902 when it became

the first American bank in the territory with its single branch of \H staff in the Central

business district.

This modest operation has today developed into a global financial sen ices organization

serving consumers, corporations and financial institutions in Hong Kong, and employing

over 2,500 people. Our Citibank Plaza headquarters building symbolizes our long-standing

dedication to better serving the bank's growing businesses. Hong Kong is also Citibank's

head office for commercial and investment banking operations in North Asia and for

merchant banking business throughout Asia.

Citibank Hong Kong also continues to translate the bank's global presence in 98 countries

into improved customer service at local level. Wherever the customers are and wherever

they may want to do business, the bank is committed to meeting their financial needs.

The 1996 award by Euromoney magazine for the "Best Foreign Bank in Hong Kong"

clearly echoes Citibank's substantial commitment to Hong Kong, stating: Comfortably

the largest banking corporation in the territory, outside the three note-issuing banks,

Citibank continues to provide first grade services across a full range of retail and

commercial banking products."

"Serving our customers' needs locally and

internationally has driven our business growth

in Hong Kong since 1902; and, together with

Hong Kong, we look forward to another 100 years

of growth and success."

Citibank's global commitment
to providing our customers

with innovative products and
superior service is nowhere
more evident than in dynamic
Hong Kong- Our commitment
to Hong Kong, meanwhile, is

clearly evidentfrom our
Citibank Plaza headquarters

and expanding service

offerings.

Stephen H. Long

Country Corporate Officerfor Hong Kong,

and North Asia Division Head <>{'

Commercial & Investment Banking
Citibank





66 1 can't think of a better time to be

marketing the world's best-known brand name
in Hong Kong. 59

SWIRE and COCA-COLA both have long histories in Hong Kong. The Swire Group

first established its headquarters here in 1870 and its core businesses have been

based in Hong Kong ever since. The first bottle of Coke was sold in Hong Kong

in 1928 and our partnership dates from 1965, when Swire took over Coca-Cola's

franchisee, Hong Kong Bottlers Federal. Today, Swire Coca-Cola sells around 197

million litres of carbonated drinks to Hong Kong's thirsty population of six

million, accounting for an 80% share of the carbonated soft drinks market.

Any Hong Kong businessman will tell you he is looking forward to "business as

usual" after 1997. For Swire Coca-Cola, the transition will bring new opportunities.

How could we be better placed? Hong Kong is one of the strongest and freest

economies in the world. It is the centre of the Asian market and China's gateway

to the West. Small wonder that the business community is rooting for Hong Kong

with millions of dollars worth of investments that won't pay dividends until

well after 1997. This, I believe, is the best barometer of confidence in the future.

Jim Conybeare
Chairman
Swire Coca-Cola H.K. Ltd

Swire Coca-Cola H.K. Lid's

plant in Sliatin is the tallest

bottling plant in the world.

Its canning lines, at 2, 000
cans per minute, are also

some of thefastest.





"Exxon Energy is committed to Hong Kong and

continues to have confidence in its future."

Castle Peak Power Station is

one of the largest coat-fired

power plants in the world.

Black Point Power Station is a
combined cycle gas turbine

plant fuelled by natural gas

from the South China Sea.

EXXON ENERGY is a wholly owned subsidiary of Exxon Corporation, the largest

energy company in the US. It invests in power generation in Hong Kong via a 60% stake

in a joint venture with China Light and Power (CLP), the power utility which supplies

electricity to Kowloon and the New Territories. The joint venture. Castle Peak Power

Company (CAPCO), owns three power stations and provides 50% of the total electricity

consumption in Hong Kong.

Exxon Energy's investments in Hong Kong began in the early 1960s, when strong industrial

growth and an improved standard of living for Hong Kong's growing population

substantially increased the demand for electricity. Despite great political uncertainty at

the time, we were prepared to commit huge capital investment based on our confidence

in Hong Kong and our vision of the future. The same is true today.

Exxon Energy and CLP have jointly built over 7,000 MW of power generation capacity

with Exxon investing over US$3 billion in these facilities. In 1992, CAPCO commenced

construction of a combined cycle power station with an investment exceeding USS3

billion. The station's 25-year economic life commits the companies well into the next

century, reflecting our on-going confidence in Hong Kong's future.

J^^u&S

G.L. Graves

Chairman & Managing Director

Exxon Energy Limited





THE HONGKONG AND SHANGHAI BANKING GORPORATION
(HongkongBank) is the founding member of the HSBC Group, one of the world's leading

international banking and financial services organisations. The Group, which also includes

Midland Bank pic in the UK and Marine Midland Bank in the US, has more than 3,400

offices worldwide and over 100,000 employees in 76 countries.

HongkongBank bus bad its

headquarters at I Queen

s

Roud Centralfor mare tban

130 rears Thepresent

building, completed in 1985.

was designed to serre the

Bank's needs well into the next

century, and includes the HSBC
Markets dealing room, the

largest in Asia outsideJapan

Established in Hong Kong and Shanghai in 1865 to finance trade between China, Europe

and North America, HongkongBank is the largest bank incorporated in Hong Kong, with

consolidated assets at 30 June 1996 of HK$ 1,221 billion (US$158 billion). We are one of

Hong Kong's three note-issuing banks and operate Hong Kong's most extensive banking

network with more than 200 branches and a staff of 13,500. We also have a 61.51%

interest in Hang Seng Bank, the second largest bank incorporated in Hong Kong.

As the HSBC Group's flagship in Asia Pacific, HongkongBank is dedicated to serving the

financial needs of personal and corporate customers in Hong Kong and throughout the

region, offering a complete range of financial services - including personal and corporate

banking, treasury and capital markets services, investment banking, securities and custody

services, and insurance. We have grown with, and benefited from, Hong Kong's

remarkable success, and are committed to working for the continuation of that success.

ttHong Kong excels, and I am convinced will

continue to do so, which is why a bank that is

based in Hong Kong, and has grown with Hong
Kong, continues to invest in Hong Kong."

/vJ^L-—>-«

David Eldon

ChiefExeat tit 'e Officer

The Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corporation Limited





"With partners from Italy, Korea and China,

we are a truly international company. If there is

one thing we all have in common, it is our

confidence in Hong Kong's future stability and

prosperity."

As an Italian-Asian joint venture, HONG KONG PETROCHEMICAL is one of the

largest investors in Hong Kong's manufacturing industry with our US$130 million plant

situated near the Chinese border. This advanced manufacturing facility, equipped with

state-of-the-art production technology, is a major producer of polystyrene, accounting

for some 40% of total local production.

We have the full support and commitment of our three partners: EniChem SpA, Italy's

largest chemical conglomerate; Yukong Ltd, Korea's leading oil and chemical company;

and China International Trust and Investment Corporation (CITIC), one of the leading

Mainland Chinese trading and investment groups. Their confidence in Hong Kong is as

firm now as it was when we were established in 1 988 and when construction of our

40.000 sq. metre plant began. Nothing has shaken our faith in Hong Kong since then,

and we believe nothing will in the future.

Hong Kong Petrochemical will continue to support business and industry in Hong Kong

and China, providing quality tailor-made polystyrene grades to satisfy different market

sectors. With dedicated laboratory facilities, we are continuing to invest in new product

development, and are acquiring additional land for expansion of our manufacturing

capabilities in anticipation of further business growth.

Hong Kong Petrochemicals

commitment to Hong Kong is

cllstt reflected in our strong

focus on environmental
responsibility. To ensure the

production process of
transforming raw materials

into polystyrenes is clean and
safe, ue hare equipped our
plant with state-of-tbe art,

environmentally friendly

technology.

u

Alessandro Serpetti

Managing Director

Hong Kong Petrochemical Co. Ltd
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INCHCAPE TOYOTA MOTORS commitment to Hong Kong reflects the confidence

in Hong Kong's future of two major international companies: our parent. Inchcape. the

international distribution group; and our principal. Toyota Motor Corporation.

With a history in Hong Kong dating back more than ISO years, the Inchcape Group has

an enduring faith in this dynamic city. The leading distributor of motor vehicles and

consumer products in Hong Kong. Inchcape continues to demonstrate that faith through

on-going investment in its distribution network. Now here is this more evident than at

Inchcape Toyota Motors. Our local operation, Crown Motors, is the exclusive distributor

in Hong Kong for Toyota - including cars, taxis and commercial vehicles. During the

next two years alone. Crown Motors will be committing some US$30 million in developing

further state-of-the-art service and showroom facilities.

For Toyota, Hong Kong is both a window to China and an important market in its own

right - so much so that Hong Kong is usually one of the first locations outside Japan for

Toyota's new product launches. Backed by the strong support of Toyota and Inchcape,

Crown Motors will continue to serve the people of Hong Kong with the same pride and

commitment that has made us the market leader and Toyota the No. 1 motor brand.

Extensive investment in state-

of-the-art service and
showroom facilities throughout

the territory is testament to

inchcape Toyota Motors'

commitment to Hong Kong
welt into the next century.

"We are looking ahead with confidence to an

exciting new era for Hong Kong as part of

China, playing an important role in China's

emergence on the world economic stage."

William Tsui

Managing Director

Inchcape Toyota Motors, Hong Kong
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"We believe Hong Kong will continue to make
history as one of the world's greatest economic
success stories, and Kodak will be there to help

record it."

People in Hong Kong can take
picturesfurther with the wide
selection of Kodak products on
offer Writable CD, Gold III

Films, Digital Camera Series,

Medical X-Ray Film, 2000
Graphic Arts Film. "Vision''

Motion Picture Film and
Ektachrome E100S Film

KODAK, the global market leader in the imaging industry, opened our first office in

Hong Kong in 192^. Today, Hong Kong serves as our headquarters for the fast-growing

Greater China Region, and is an important market in its own right - with more than 130

outlets of Kodak Express, the international chain of consumer photo-processing stores,

and with Kodak products available at more than 2,000 retail outlets.

Kodak has long been a household name in Hong Kong, respected for our quality products

and professional service. Increasingly, the Kodak brand is becoming just as well known

in commercial, industrial and public sectors.

"Take Pictures. Further." is Kodak's mission and we see a very bright picture ahead for

Hong Kong. Underlining our confidence in the future of Hong Kong, we have recently

invested US$1.3 million in the opening of a Kodak Imaging Centre in Shatin, the largest

of its kind in Southeast Asia, offering advanced document management services to the

local business community and government.

With our strong commitment to Hong Kong and our focus on quality, innovation and

customer service, Kodak will proudly continue to serve the Hong Kong community well

into the next millennium.

^fc^ J"
gliurtrCt

Patrick T. Siewert

Chairman & President, Greater China Region
Eastman Kodak Company





For MARKS & SPENCER. Hong Kong was the logical choice lor our regional

headquarters when we decided to expand our Asia Pacific presence almost a decade ago.

As one of the world's leading retailers, we were determined to plait- ourselves in an

environment where our commitment to quality, value, service and strong human relations

could flourish. Hong Kong's excellent reputation as a safe, business-oriented city, coupled

with its superb location in the very heart of Asia and its excellent telecommunications

facilities, made it the ideal setting.

Marks & Spencer is committed
I" putting the customerfirst at

all times byproviding high

quality merchandise at

outstanding value and
convenient retail locations,

such as our new store in the

heart ofHong Kong's Central

business district.

In the past decade, we have prospered along with Hong Kong and have established

eight Marks & Spencer stores and an office for our growing sourcing activities We also

plan to open six additional stores within the next two years. With Hong Kong as our

regional headquarters, we now have 26 stores in five other Asia Pacific countries, and

we believe we have the potential to support 60 stores before the year 2000.

Marks & Spencer has played a leading role in setting high standards in retailing, business

ethics and community relations in Hong Kong for the past decade. And we are committed

to building on these achievements beyond the 1997 transition by further expanding our

presence here in the coming century.

"Hong Kong has provided Marks & Spencer

with a firm foundation upon which to build our

profile in the future, both within Hong Kong
itself and further afield in the Asia Pacific

region."

Paul P.D. Smith

Regional ChiefExecutive

Marks & Spencer
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"I firmly believe that Hong Kong, with its

excellent legal framework and infrastructure,

coupled with efficient and innovative human
resources, will continue to attract major
investments in the years ahead."

Japan's MITSUBISHI CORPORATION lias a diverse and growing presence in Hong

Kong, which serves as our distribution and financial hub for Greater China and much of

the Asian region.

Our business activities include: marketing and distribution of consumer goods, industrial

products, and construction equipment and materials; export of textiles and footwear;

investment banking: and the supply and financing of capital equipment, such as steel

mills, power plants and ships.

From our Hong Kong base. Mitsubishi Corporation (Hong Kong) is looking for further

business and investment opportunities both locally and throughout the region. We already

have a strong representation in China with almost 100 joint ventures established in a

broad range of businesses, and we believe there will be even greater opportunities after

Hong Kong becomes a Special Administrative Region of China.

The continuation of Hong Kong's legal and economic systems, its free port status, and

the free flow of capital bodes well for the future. This, together with Hong Kong's

entrepreneurial spirit and skilled workforce, will help ensure that Hong Kong becomes

an even more important regional hub in the future, serving not only China, but the rest

of Asia too.

Mitsubishi is involved in

diverse business activities

ranging/rum heavy
equipment to electronics to

consumer goods Pictured at

bottom is the model of
Mitsubishi's distribution centre

which is being built in Paiivu.

South Chum

Yoshiaki Ishii

Chairman & Managing Director

Mitsubishi Corporation (Hong Kong) Limited
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MORGAN STANLEY has a long-standing presence in the region, with Hong Kong

serving as our headquarters for non-Japan Asia. We have consistently maintained a high

level of commitment to Hong Kong, as evidenced by the size of our operation in the

territory, which has 500 staff. In addition, we are currently one of the most active firms

on both the Stock Exchange of Hong Kong and the Hong Kong Futures Exchange.

Underlying the assumptions that we used to determine the scale of the opportunity for

our Firm in Asia is the belief that Hong Kong will remain a vibrant, efficient centre for

doing business in the region. Based on this, our strategy tor developing business in Asia

has been to pursue a broad range of disciplines in order to provide our clients with a full

range of financial services.

These include securities underwriting, distribution and trading; merger, acquisition,

restructuring, project finance and other corporate finance advisory activities; merchant

banking and other principal investment activities; brokerage and research; asset

management; foreign exchange trading, commodities trading, and derivatives trading on

a broad range of asset categories; as well as global custody, securities clearance services

and securities lending.

"History has never witnessed the impact of

having a capital market as large, efficient and
well regulated as Hong Kong's inside an

emerging market the size of China. This

represents an exciting and unprecedented

opportunity."

Morgan Stanley is a global

financial servicesfirm with a
large and diversified clientele.

With 10,250 employees in 20
countries. Morgan Stanley

serves multinational

corporations, governments,
financial institutions, emerging
growth companies, and
substantial phi ate investors.

L&Uc^
John S Wadsworthjr
Chairman
Morgan Stanley Asia Limited
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"Hong Kong has become a home away from
home for Motorola. We are confident that Hong
Kong will continue to be a great home for us

and many other international companies."

Tbe design, auto-assembly and
product resting capabilities of
Motorola Semiconductor 's

Silicon Harbour Centre in

Taipo produce microchipsfor
customers around the world,

while Motorola's

telecommunications solutions

bring a world of convenience to

Hong Kong.

MOTOROLA was established in Hong Kong in 196" and, as Hong Kong and other

Asian markets have grown, so has the company's presence here. Indeed, Hong Kong

has long been one of our largest operational centres outside the US. From our Hong

Kong base, we have developed as one of Asia's leading manufacturers of semiconductors

We are also a major supplier of mobile telecommunications technology and equipment,

serving the booming regional personal communications industry.

Our faith in Hong Kong is as strong as ever. We continue to make significant investments

in semiconductor manufacturing, bringing in advanced processes and technologies and

creating new jobs in Hong Kong's hi-tech sector. Our manufacturing centres in Hong

Kong employ over 3,000 people, from skilled technicians to design and marketing

professionals, and produce a broad portfolio of semiconductor products for local, regional

and global customers.

Hong Kong's fast pace, its efficiency and adaptability, its technical skills and strong work

ethic are all highly conducive to the semiconductor industry. None of that will change

after 1997. Neither will Hong Kong's demand for ever more convenient personal

telecommunications tools, nor Motorola's commitment to Hong Kong.

{_JXlU>Y /Utt^i

Carlos Genardini

Corporate Vice President & (, \l

Motorola Asia Pacific Semiconductor Products Group
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PHILIPS has a long and successful history in Hong Kong. Since 1948, we have been

manufacturing and marketing a diverse range of products, systems and sen ices for

consumer, professional and industrial usage, such as consumer electronics, domestic

appliances and personal care products, lighting products and systems, consumer

communications, business electronics, industrial electronics, components,

semicoiufuctors and medical systems.

Our on-going commitment is reflected in our solid presence in the territory with three

showrooms, two after-sales service centres, a dedicated customer information centre

and three factories serving customers locally and internationally. Our Light Factory now

has eleven production lines for miniature lamps; Electronic Devices Limited produces

more than six billion transistor diodes a year; and our Liquid Crystal Display Factory

makes LCDs for a variety of applications from measuring instruments and audio equipment

to telecommunications and automotive products.

Thanks to the efforts of our nearly 4,500 employees in Hong Kong, Philips is proud to

hold no less than 21 ISO certificates. Quality and innovation have always been our key

strengths, and our desire to make better things for Hong Kong is as strong today as ever.

Philips has been making
things betterfur the Hong
Kong community by providing

products unit services which
meet the needs ofbusiness,
industry, consumers and
public works projects - from
components to

telecommunications, lighting

systems, medical systems,

audio visualproducts and
domestic appliances-

"We are confident of Hong Kong's vast

reservoir of business acumen, human resources,

business infrastructure, and its proven

resilience and responsiveness towards change.

We see the 1997 transition in the context of a

larger picture of new and greater

opportunities.

"

Victor Loh
Chairman & CEO
Philips Electronics China Group





"A key success factor for Hong Kong has been a

stable, predictable environment for business to

operate under the rule of law. I am confident

this proven formula for success will continue."

Commitment in action: Active

supportfor community
projects: putting the customer
first at the Customer Service

Centre: tanks at Tsing Yi:

ariarion fuelling at Kai Tak
airport: ana"part ofHong
Kong's premier service station

network.

SHELL'S roots in Asia saw us introduce our products to Hong Kong and China over a

century ago. Since then, we have always been deeply involved with Hong Kong and its

people. As Hong Kong became a global economic success story. Shell was at the forefront

of meeting its energy needs.

Today Shell operates Hong Kong's largest network of service stations, and is the largest

supplier of liquefied petroleum gas, as well as a leader in lubricants, bitumen, industrial

chemicals, and aviation and bunker fuels. Shell in Hong Kong also supplies Macau and

South China with a wide range of oil, gas and chemical products.

Our commitment to Hong Kong was epitomized by the 1991 opening of the US$320

million Tsing Yi installation - one of Shell's largest and most advanced depots worldwide.

As part of the Hong Kong community, Shell also focuses on improving quality of life -

through, for example, the Shell Better Environment Awards Scheme.

Fuelling Hong Kong's progress into the next century. Shell is committed to enhancing

its industry leadership as the first choice of our customers. Shell is sure of Hong Kong's

future, and Hong Kong can be sure of Shell.

Robert Young
Directorfor Hong Kong and Macau
Shell Companies in Greater China





Today's increasing market globalisation, combined with the extensive infrastructure

requirements of this fast-developing region, make Asia Pacific a major focus for SIEMENS.

Hong Kong's position as a key location for Siemens is clue to several factors: the territory's

well organised and expanding infrastructure; its role as a gateway to China, the world's

largest emerging market; and the significant number of major investors in infrastructure

projects who are headquartered here - as well as the financial institutions which fund them.

Siemens has been active in Hong Kong for over 100 years and has contributed to

the development of the territory's own infrastructure, principally in the areas of

telecommunications, transportation, energy and health care. Another important aspect of

Siemens' business here is centred on our Procurement Office, which oversees the management

of purchasing, quality control, logistics and full technical support for our partners.

Siemens' great strength lies in our ability to utilise our international resources in 190

countries to provide local tailor-made solutions. Hong Kong's great advantage is that it

allows us to perform. Indeed, we expect to double our market share here by year 2000

and our business volume to exceed one billion DM. This figure speaks for itself.

"With its liberal economic policies, efficient

infrastructure and reliable administration, Hong
Kong is a very business friendly city. We believe

this will continue, and look forward to a wealth

of new business opportunities in the years

ahead."

W1-
Wilhelm Gattinger

Managing Director

Siemens Ltd

Siemens' core business activities

cover Communications,
Transportation, Energy, Health

Care, information, industry,

Components and Lighting





"We are confident that Hong Kong, with its

sophisticated consumers, skilled workforce and

efficient infrastructure, will remain a vibrant

market in its own right, while continuing to

serve as a springboard for our expansion into

other markets."

One of the world's leading audio and visual companies, SONY CORPORATION
established its first office in Hong Kong more than 30 years ago.

Today employing more than 1,000 people, Sony's Hong Kong operations distribute a

broad spectrum of products - from consumer and professional audio visual equipment to

electronics components and manufacturing instruments - to meet the needs of Hong

Kong and other Asian markets.

In the entertainment software business, Sony Music Entertainment and Sony Picture

Entertainment have taken pride in providing homes across Hong Kong, and indeed the

whole of the Asia Pacific region, with the best in music, movies and television

programming.

As a sophisticated, international city. Hong Kong has proven a highly successful test

market for Sony's innovative products and services - and the demand just continues to

grow. Hong Kong will remain a centre of excellence for Asia well beyond 1997, both in

terms of marketing and technical skills. It is therefore an ideal regional base for Sony as

we expand into China and East Asia.

Sony is dedicated to providing

innovative, qualityproducts to

the Hong Kong market, such as

Trinitron TV, HiFi Systems,

business i ideo conference

equipment and professional

video cameras - all backed up
with excellent after-sales service

and technical support.

T Hasunuma
Managing Director

Sony Corporation of H.K Ltd
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The VOLKSWAGEN Group, the fourth largest car manufacturer in the world, selected

Hong Kong as the location for its Asia Pacific Regional Headquarters to oversee all Group

activities in the region.

With a worldwide production of 3.4 million vehicles in 1995 under the Volkswagen,

Audi. Seat and Skoda brands, the Group today achieves close to 10% of our total car sales

in Asia Pacific.

Two joint ventures in China have made us the No. 1 foreign car manufacturer in China,

presently holding a market share of over 50% of the Chinese passenger car market

Together with a joint venture in Taiwan and production licence agreements in Malax sia,

Indonesia and the Philippines for both Volkswagen and Audi brands, we are one of the

major players in Asia Pacific's growing car markets.

The Asia Pacific region's importance for the Volkswagen Group will continue to increase.

We are confident that Hong Kong with its well trained and multicultural workforce, its

strategic location and superior infrastructure, and its role as one of Asia's strongest finance

and commercial centres, is the ideal support base from which to plot our course into the

21st century. We believe Hong Kong will contribute significantly to the Group's future

development in the whole of Asia Pacific.

"For the Volkswagen Group, Hong Kong is the

gateway to Asia Pacific. To continue the Group's

success story in the region, and particularly in

China, we have chosen Hong Kong as our

partner."

Dr Martin Posth

President and Chairman
Volkswagen Asia-Pacific Ltd

Clockwisefrom bottom left:

Street Credibility - tbe latest Golf:

Building a Success - Volkswagen
in production in Asia; Mounting
Popularity -Audi's rising profile

in Hong Kong.



HONG KONG FACTS
Strategically located at the heart of Asia and with an industrious population of 6.3 million people.

Hong Kong is today:

The world's eighth largest trading economy

• Hong Kong's per capita Gross Domestic Product at around US$23,200 is one of the highest in Asia

and is already surpassing that of many Western nations.

One of the world's leading banking and financial centres

• Hong Kong is the fifth largest centre both for external banking transactions and foreign exchange

transactions; and eighth largest in terms of stock market capitalisation.

• There are 15-4 foreign banks in Hong Kong, including 85 of the world's top 100.

A major regional and international business centre

• Almost 800 companies have their regional headquarters in Hong Kong. The

United States has the largest number with around 200, followed by Japan and

the United Kingdom, each with around 100.

• International investment in Hong Kong continues to increase steadily, with the

United Kingdom, Japan, China and the United States the four largest investors.

Asia's leading telecommunications and transportation hub

• Hong Kong's port is the busiest in the world in terms of container throughput.

• Hong Kong's Kai Tak International Airport is the second and third busiest in the

world in terms of international cargo and passengers.

• Hong Kong has one of the world's first fully digitised telecommunications

networks, and the usage rate of fax lines ranks second in the world.

Continuing to build for the future

• The new airport project - which also includes a rail link right into the heart of the Central business

district, as well as one of the world's longest road and rail suspension bridges (Tsing Ma Bridge) -

is being built at a cost of over US$20 billion.

• On opening in April 1998 with the first of two ainways in operation, Chek Lap Kok airport will be

able to handle 35 million passengers and up to three million tonnes of air cargo annually. The

second runway is expected to be commissioned in October 1998.

• The airport will ultimately be able to handle up to 87 million passengers and nine million tonnes of

cargo a year.

• A major expansion of the container port is being undertaken to cater for further increases in throughput

after the turn of the century.

• The extension to the Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre, scheduled for completion in

mid- 1997, will more than double the Centre's capacity and further bolster Hong Kong's position as

Asia's trade fair capital and a premier international convention and meeting location.

Hong Kong Govei :nt Infoimation Services (GIS) Dec 1996
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The international business community

strongly believes that

Hong Kong - the "Pearl of the Orient" will shine

even more brilliantly after 1997.




